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OUR SPONSORS
Modern Power System

Paper ID 45
Satish Kumar Ramoji et al. “Repercussions of SMES and HVDC Link in Amalgamated Voltage and Frequency Regulation of Multi-Area Multi-Unit Interconnected Power System”

Paper ID 169
Siddhartha Deb Roy et. al. “Imposter Attacks Against Data Integrity to Disrupt Power Balancing in Power Systems”
Renewable Energy Technologies

Paper ID 21
Makireddi Ramana et. al. “Analysis, Requirements and Boundary Condition of Droop Control in Multiple Parallel Connected Converters in DC Microgrid”
Advanced Power Converters

Gajendra Singh Rajpoot et al. “Multi-Port Isolated Converter For Dc Hybrid System’
Rahash Nathasarma et al. “Parameter estimation of nonlinear systems with stable, chaotic and periodic behaviours at different initial conditions - a new approach”
Best Paper
Under
Women in Engineering

Paper ID 20
Arunima Dutta et. al. "Model Predictive based Coordinated Voltage Control of Active Distribution Networks with Distributed Generation and Electric Vehicles"
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